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And other improvements for the new model year. The 2021 GMC Sierra and Sierra Heavy Duty have just arrived, and although they don't have the big interior update we were hoping for, there are plenty of improvements to talk about for the new model year. These trucks already boast some of the most
advanced towing and end-towing technologies in the industry, but the GMC has improved for 2021. The trailer is essential for pick-up customers. More than half of our Sierra customers use their trucks primarily tow gear for outdoor adventures, said GMC Marketing Director Rich Latek. We are constantly
listening to customer feedback telling us that they want cutting-edge safety, technology and comfort to tow away what they need, whether it's a boat, rv or trailer pulling out off-road toys. GMC CarBuzz CarBuzz Some new features include a trailer length indicator that displays a red trailer overlay and
shows when a vehicle may interfere with a lane change, and a jack-knife warning that alerts the driver if the trailer is about to hit the bumper. GMC has also improved existing technologies such as rear trailer view, rear view improvements and improved truck bed views. For 2021, GMC will offer MultiPro
Tailgate end devices on SLE and Elevation rails and add new colors to the available palette. The off-road-focused AT4 trim gets improved too, with the new 20-inch Goodyear Wrangler territory tires and off-road high-clearance step. There's also good news for diesel lovers, as the 3.0-liter Duramax inlinesix engine receives a $1,500 price cut, which is just $995 more than the 5.3-liter V8 gasoline. CarBuzz GMC GMC GMC When it comes to Sierra HD, denali equipment level now gets surround vision and bed view cameras as standard. The GMC will also add a new Black Diamond Edition (pictured above
in black) atop the Sierra HD Denali trim level. This new model adds unique features such as exclusive 20-inch high-gloss black wheels and powerful retractable auxiliary steps. As with the Sierra 1500, HD now includes wider availability for MultiPro Tailgate; it is even supplied as standard on the
upholstery. The 2021 GMC Sierra will arrive at dealerships in the fall of 2020. GMC GMC GMC You know the old saying: If GM won't build it themselves. Or something. If you are in the market for a new shorty pickup - that is, a regular model of a cab with a short bed - good luck; they are a dying breed
and the GMC, for one, has put an end to a uniquely limited use configuration in 2018. It didn't sit well with one GMC truck fan - a man known on Instagram as adanomyte - so he went ahead and built his own from the brand new 2020 GMC Sierra 1500 Regular Cab with a standard long bed. After a lot of
frame-cutting and some other modifications, including a set of drop spins to make the car a more aggressive stance, the result is a polished, extremely special short-cab, short-bed truck that looks like it would rolled right off the assembly line as it is. Is. adanomyte/Instagram Not satisfied with the factory
white exterior color, adanomyte is repainted in a two-tone light-and-dark gray scheme with a copper stripe, making it look like a relic from another time. An Instagram post from late August shows what this color looks like after two bright layers - a glossy finish above most of the body, but with a satin finish
for door frames. GMC GMC If you find yourself wondering why anyone would ever go to the trouble of building such a thing, especially when it requires such a huge effort and means less space to carry cargo, we could point out the car's excellent performance-to-weight ratio and its ease of use in the city.
Moreover, the owner seems to be working in a Houston collision store, so we imagine he has easy access to tools, labor, and supplies to keep his construction relatively cheap. But at the end of the day, maybe Adanomyte didn't have any of that in his head when he decided to build a modern shorty GMC
Sierra. Maybe he only did it because it's unique. That's more than enough for us. GMC GMC GMC GMC Sierra is a full size pick-up developed by General Motors. It is a popular brand and its specifications are easy to expand, allowing for huge performance improvements. Improving vehicle performance
is a simple process and can be completed in a few steps. InstructionsInstallation of a new computer chip. This will change the programming of the engine and release more horsepower. This is a quick way to improve vehicle performance. Install the exhaust system with a replacement market. This usually
consists of a larger tailpipe and header. The result is faster exhaust output from the engine and better combustion and energy production. Install the intake cold air system. This will allow cooler air to enter the engine and react with fuel. Cooler air is denser and, as a result, has a greater concentration of
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done in terms of the production of the Sierra, except for some minor changes in the bodywork of the vehicle. The engine was from the previous year. This car is usually favored by farmers and construction workers. The car has adopted an engine since 1978, which is a 350-cubic-inch (5.7L) light engine
that has 8 V-sized cylinders (V8s) with an arrangement of two valves per cylinder, which is a 16-valve engine. It is capable of powering 125 horsepower at 3600 rpm and the torque is 225 feet at 1800 rpm. The engine block is made of cast iron, with cylinder heads made of aluminum alloys. The fuel type

for this engine is diesel, using an indirect fuel injection system. Drilling and stroke measures 4,057 inches and 3,385 inches, respectively. Compression ratio of this diesel engine 22.5:1. It has a four-speed automatic transmission. It uses a chain-driven single-bearing camshaft. The 1979 Sierra had a
wheelbase extension to have a short wheelbase of 117.5 inches and a long wheelbase of 131.5 inches. There was also the option of a super-long wheelbase of 164.5 inches. The grid of the sierra has also been modified. It looked like the previous grid, except that the parking lights were now incorporated
into the façade of the headlights in front of the grid. There was also the introduction of the fifth color option, known as oysters, to those that already exist. Existing.
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